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ABSTRACT 
With the advancement of technology next generation sequencing, oryza sativa reference genome and genomic 

variation information has become available. Genomic information accumulating in oryzabase can serve as 

excellent genotype .Phenotype information that analyzing rice functional and structural large range of 
intraspecific variability. SmartBLAST accept the FASTA sequence to identify the matches in the sequence search 

and the SmartBLAST display available information about the query. By applying global and local sequence 

alignment align the entire sequence (end to end alignment).It usually done in Global alignment by comparing 

homologous gene like comparing two genes with same function. Tools smart BLAST accepts either a FASTA 

sequence or a protein accession as input. COBALT is a constant based alignment tool that implements a 

framework for multiple alignment of protein sequence. In genome sequencing the multiple sequence compare all 

six sequence to each other and produce optimal alignment between all sequence with ideal for presentation like 

a phylogenetic tree, that show the relationship among a set of sequence.  
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I. Introduction 
Chloroplast genome sequence of oryza sativa using reference gene performing BLAST search gene 

was responsible for the yellow, green phenotype chlorophyll is one of the most abundant biological molecules 
on earth and play an essential role in photosynthesis. The yellow green leaf phenotype in the whole plant growth 

duration with significantly reduce the level of chlorophyll .Rice is the most important crops in the world of the 

staple food for over half of population. In phylogenetic study of oryza by applying software (Smart BLAST) in 

chloroplast genome sequence region. The wild species contain  valuable  genetic diversity that has continued 

immediately to rice crop improvement.NCBI create public database ,develop software tools for analyzing 

genome database ,containing million of nucleotide sequence where records the molecular modeling database 

(MMDB) consisting  of three dimensional structure as well as tools for their visualization and comparative 

analysis of 3D structure by applying bioinformatics software. BLAST has found similar sequence database to 

the query in database it is helpful to give idea whether the alignment is good and BLAST statistical  theory to 

produce a bit score and E value of each alignment pair . Using bioinformatics tool finding the Similarity of gene 

expression provides the important clues for understanding the biological functions of genes, biological processes 
and metabolic pathways related to genes (Chen et al. 2013,  Huang etal. 2013). In sequence alignment where the 

bit score gives an indication about how good the alignment, the higher the score indicate better alignment .In 

sequence alignment that has an E-value of 0.05 means that this similarity has 5 in 100.Multiple sequence 

alignment (MSA) play an important role in evolutionary analysis of biological sequence of oryza.In analysis 

almost all the pair in the input sequence can be aligned locally and globally. Intraspecific variability of 

sequencing of oryza, Chloroplast genome variation has been detected. 

 
II. Material And Methods 

Chloroplast genome sequencing annotation was performed by (Hang and Cronk 2005) using Oryza 

sativa reference sequence from genebank library of NCBI.A chloroplast genome map was drawn using genome 

software (Conant and walfe 2008).The sequence ribosomal protein S15(Chloroplast).Rice research has been 
access to the high quality reference genome sequence generated in 2005 by the International Rice Genome 

sequencing Project ( IRGSP).SmartBLAST uses combination of  BLAST searches for the multiple sequence 

Alignment to produce its results.Improvement the annotation of sequence through the combination of 

computational advancement. Smart Blast searches a protein query sequences. 
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2.1Database and Corresponding web services 
 

 
 

2.2Sequence using in Smart BLAST 

Sequence 1(Smart BLAST) 

ribosomal protein S15 (chloroplast) [Oryza sativa] 
MKKKGGRKIFGFMVKEEKEENWGSVEFQVFSFTNKIRRLASHLELHKKDFSSERGLRRLLGKRQRLLA

YLAKKNRVRYKKLISQLDIRER 
 

Sequence 2 (MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT) 

ribosomal protein S7 (chloroplast) [Oryza sativa] 
>YP_009305373.1 ribosomal protein S7 (chloroplast) [Oryza sativa] 

MSRRGTAEKRTAKSDPIFRNRLVNMVVNRIMKDGKKSLAYQILYRAVKKIQQKTETNPLLVLRQAIRR
VTPNIGVKTRRNKKGSTRKVPIEIGSKQGRALAIRWLLEASQKRPGRNMAFKLSSELVDAAKGGGGAIR

KKEATHRMAEANRALAHFR 

 
III. Result And Discussion 

Smart BLAST finding sequence in a given database, second sequence run in the BLAST the graphical 

result segment of the coverage 100%, mismatches 0 and gap 0.The sequence bar is colored by the sources 

sequence and to generate that base in genome sequencing. Protein sequence database using the optimized 

version of BLAST. Second ,SmartBLAST perform a multiple sequence alignment on six sequences using the 

COBALT multiple sequence alignment program identifies subject sequence similar to the query and 

SmartBLAST uses the multiple sequence Alignment for the phylogenetic tree and the Graphical overview. 
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Figure 1 Shows the phylogenetic relationships based on multiple sequence alignment .The query sequence 

of this search highlight in yellow, Green indicate reference database. 

 

Figure 2 Smart BLAST Alignments 

 

IV. Conclusion 
In the BLAST the graphical result segment based phylogenetics analysis and result as a sorted list of 

matches between query and database sequence. Where the align sequence shows the zero gap the sequence 

aligned globally and locally the fast progress of sequence technology it is increasing tractable to generate whole 

genome sequencing data. As the function and associated traits of more gene in the rice genome are determined 

the global rice functional genomics. A nucleotide sequence database search tools that shows a computational 

result to the speed improvement compared to mega BLAST. 
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